DROID DEPOT— 8
BUILD YOUR OWN DROID
Build your own droid at Black Spire Outpost’s
machine-driven depot*

Did you forget to pick up a souvenir for
someone on your home planet before
leaving Black Spire Outpost?
Luckily, you can still take a piece of
TM
home by visiting Launch Bay
or The Star Trader
in Tomorrowland!

ASSEMBLE A CUSTOM ASTROMECH UNIT
Visit a workshop stocked with stacks of parts,
chips, manuals and other tech items useful for
constructing your very own droid, one of the
galaxy’s most indispensable sidekicks.
Pick from the popular BB-series or R-series unit,
then begin designing, building and activating
your droid. It’s an exciting interactive
experience galactic travelers will never forget!

SAVI’S WORKSHOP— 7
HANDBUILT LIGHTSABERS

OFF-PLANET GOODS

Customize your own legendary lightsaber
and become one with the Force*

MERCHANT & FOOD GUIDE

BUILD A CUSTOMIZED LIGHTSABER

INTERACTIVE ADVENTURES
WITH PLAY DISNEY PARKS

You can construct your very own
one-of-a-kind lightsaber and bring it to life
through the power of kyber crystals.
Builders beware—you must protect the
shop’s secrecy to avoid being discovered
by the First Order!

Download the
Play Disney Parks app
to explore Black Spire
Outpost using your
TM
Datapad

Select from the following lightsaber themes:

PEACE AND JUSTICE

Plus, you’ll have the opportunity to purchase
premade and premium droids, model kits and
accessories as well as a cool collection of
unique, upcycled objects crafted from scrap
parts.
Whether heading to the far corners of Wild
Space or wandering around Black Spire
Outpost, be sure to bring your personal
droid—it’s the ultimate travel companion for
all your Outer Rim adventures!
.

Utilize salvaged scraps of fallen Jedi temples
and crashed starships in Republic-era
lightsaber designs that honor the galaxy’s
former guardians.

POWER AND CONTROL

Originally forged by warriors from the dark
side, objects used in this lightsaber style are
rumored remnants from the Sith homeworld
and abandoned temples.

Take your experience to the next level!
Whether you’re interacting with droids,
deciphering Aurebesh, or thwarting the
First Order, the Play Disney Parks app will be
a vital tool when it comes to living your own
™ adventure!

ELEMENTAL NATURE
3

Visit Disneyland.com/Play for more information!
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Craft your lightsaber from special
components born from the Force—an
energy created by all living things, like
Brylark trees, Cartusion whale bones and
even Rancor teeth.

PROTECTION AND DEFENSE

Incorporate hilt materials bearing mysterious
motifs and inscriptions that reconnect users
.
with the ancient wellspring
of the Force.

THE MARKET

Sample local Black Spire Outpost fare and find the
perfect galactic souvenir, authentic Batuu garb, or
even an out-of-this-world creature, in the market.

MERCHANTS
At the RESISTANCE SUPPLY, rendezvous with other
Resistance allies. There, members of the Resistance have
set up a secret makeshift post where you can join the
cause to defeat the First Order.
Discover exotic creatures and critters from around the
galaxy—and take one home—at the CREATURE STALL.
At TOYDARIAN TOYMAKER, a humble, jumbled shop, you’ll
find all manner of artisanal toys, games, playthings, and
collectibles handmade in Black Spire Outpost.
Need a new robe to greet the ambassador of your home
planet, or just want to pick up some casual garb to blend
in with the locals? Browse through an eclectic selection of
stylish, functional clothing at BLACK SPIRE OUTFITTERS.
At JEWELS OF BITH, explore local goods and other trinkets
to treasure in this special shop.

FOOD

KAT SAKA’S KETTLE
Pop into this eclectic food stall for
some Outpost Mix, a sweet, savory
snack made with popcorn. Venture
into the market to find this colorful
snack shop, where grains from all
over the galaxy are on display.

RONTO ROASTERS
As you wander the market, follow
the intoxicating scent of grilled
meat wafting through the air. Sink
your teeth into a savory grilled
sausage and roasted pork wrap at
this exotic meat stall.

DOCKING BAY 7
FOOD AND CARGO
Choose from a variety of dishes
prepared with ingredients from
across the galaxy—encounter
familiar flavors that have
unexpected and surprising colors
and textures.

BLACK SPIRE OUTPOST

Visitors to the Outpost seeking authentic wares
and unforgettable experiences must make
Black Spire Outpost a destination.

MERCHANTS

DOK-ONDAR’S
DEN OF ANTIQUITIES

Hidden inside the den,
you’ll encounter a
rotating collection of
unique items that include
everything from jewelry,
to ancient tools, to rare kyber crystals, to statues—and
even a collection of famous lightsabers. The eclectic
assortment of goods comes from many different
planets and eras. How Dok-Ondar acquired all of these
treasures, no one knows. Some secrets are better off
kept that way. Other secrets are better off kept for sale
on the shelves of Dok-Ondar's Den of Antiquities.

OGA’S CANTINA

FIRST ORDER
CARGO
The First Order has recently
arrived in Black Spire
3Outpost in pursuit of the
Resistance. Report for duty
and make your way to
Docking Bay 9 where they
have set up a temporary
post next to their shuttle to win the hearts and minds of the
locals. Browse for gear and other products to show your
support.

FOOD

Welcome to the local
cantina, where bounty
hunters, smugglers,
rogue traders and
weary travelers of all
ages come together to
refuel, enjoy music and
conduct meetings—no questions asked. With an expansive
menu of exotic concoctions for young ones and adults,
the cantina is a welcome rest stop before your crew’s
upcoming galactic journey. As you plan your next
smuggling run, please enjoy some bold musical
entertainment courtesy of droid DJ R-3X.

MILK STAND
No visit to Black Spire
Outpost is complete
without a frosty
concoction. The vendors
at this quirky stall offer
travelers an invigorating,
refreshing drink that’s a
favorite among the locals.

SAVE TIME,
MOBILE ORDER FOOD
Place your order in the
Disneyland mobile app and save time!

